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"Although the way consumers shop for clothes has evolved
drastically throughout the years, with digital becoming an
integral part of the process, the reasons for shopping and

the desired experience remains the same."
- Alexis DeSalva, Retail & Apparel Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

Consumers will always have a need for clothing and they still want to be excited about buying it.
They’re seeking a new version of convenience, but they also want to enjoy product discovery and are
looking to form a connection with retailers and brands. For retailers, it’s about using all available
mediums – online, in-person (when/if available) and social – to establish authentic connections with
shoppers and keep them excited about discovering and buying clothes, however they choose to do so.
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Issue: consumers still want the tactile experience of shopping in person, resulting in concerns about buying without seeing

Opportunity: using alternative options to create stress-free shopping and prompt more purchases

Issue: word of mouth impacts sales

Opportunity: quality reviews can promote transparency and increase retailer credibility

Online shopping is here to stay: consumers are almost entirely connected
Figure 1: Devices used to access the internet, December 2017

Consumers will spend on clothes, even if they face financial restrictions
Figure 2: Items purchased, by household income, September 2018

Sales shift toward casual
Figure 3: Items purchased, dress versus casual, September 2018

Dress clothes: a thing of the past or a purchase reserved for in-store?

Consumers appreciate the convenience, but still have concerns with buying clothes online, no matter the recipient

Thoughts on shopping for self, versus others:

How can retailers make online clothes shopping easier, no matter the recipient?

Subscription or rental services

Try before you buy

Supplemental information
Figure 4: Everlane email campaign, September 2018

Convenience and recipients drive consumers to shop online
Figure 5: Item recipients, September 2018

Using social media to connect with customers and create loyalty among online shoppers

Retailer spotlight: Everlane and Outdoor Voices
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Figure 6: Outdoor Voices email campaign, September 2018

Key takeaways

Retailers most shopped for apparel online
Figure 7: Amazon core 10 email campaign, October 2018

Amazon reigns, but traditional retailers remain relevant
Figure 8: Retailers shopped, September 2018

Men shop Amazon, while women visit traditional retailers and mass

Key takeaways

Retailers battle to win the loyalty of Hispanic shoppers

Value prompts where Hispanic shoppers buy clothes online
Figure 9: Retailers shopped, by those of Hispanic origin, September 2018

Key takeaways

Retailers and concepts to watch

Alternative retailers attract young, higher income shoppers and parents
Figure 10: Retailers shopped, by select demographics, September 2018

Figure 11: Ann Taylor Infinite Style email campaign, August 2018

What consumers seek – convenience and comparison

What prevents purchases

What influences purchases

Key takeaways

Familiarity and price dictates most shoppers’ behavior
Figure 12: Online shopping behavior, September 2018

Older shoppers need convincing to shop new retailers
Figure 13: Online shopping behavior, men & women 55+ vs overall, September 2018

Young adults and parents are targets for basket building
Figure 14: Online shopping behavior, by age of children in household, September 2018

Hispanic shoppers read reviews and are willing to share
Figure 15: Online shopping behavior and pre-purchase process, Hispanic origin vs overall, September 2018

Figure 16: Everlane email campaign, October 2018

Key insights

Casual clothing is most common

Retailers: What’s Working?

Retailers: What’s Struggling?

Retailers: What’s Next?

Consumer Insights – What You Need to Know

Online Shopping Behavior

Items Purchased and Item Recipients
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What are they buying?
Figure 17: Items purchased, September 2018

Who’s buying clothing online?
Figure 18: Item recipients, September 2018

Young shoppers are actively buying clothing, regardless of income
Figure 19: Anthropologie email campaign, November 2018

Men make more self-purchases, while women shop for others
Figure 20: Item recipients (NET), by gender, September 2018

Figure 21: Item recipients (NET), moms vs dads, September 2018

Older shoppers shouldn’t be overlooked
Figure 22: Item purchased for self only, by age and gender, September 2018

Figure 23: Madewell email campaign, November 2018

Self-purchases prompts different behavior
Figure 24: Item purchased for self only, by select online shopping behavior, September 2018

Key takeaways

Recipients drive top reasons for shopping online
Figure 25: Reasons for buying clothes online versus in-store, September 2018

Appeal to young shoppers by helping them stay on budget
Figure 26: Everlane email campaign, December 2017

Figure 27: Reasons for buying clothes online versus in-store, by age and income, September 2018

Black shoppers appreciate the ease of comparing and buying, while Hispanics like to manage spending
Figure 28: Reformation email campaign, October 2018

Figure 29: Reasons for buying clothes online versus in stores, by Black and Hispanic shoppers, September 2018

Key takeaways

Product accuracy and buying without seeing are top concerns
Figure 30: Barriers to Buying Online, September 2018

Older women possess product concerns while young women are blocked by post-purchase frustrations
Figure 31: Barriers to buying online for women, by age, September 2018

Figure 32: Amazon Prime wardrobe email campaign, November 2018

Additional fees prohibit young shoppers and parents more than others
Figure 33: Barriers to buying online, 18-34s vs over-45s and parental status, September 2018

Key insights

A combination of product information and reviews is especially important
Figure 34: Pre-purchase process (all or most of the time), September 2018

Active shoppers more likely to compare shipping, delivery and returns before buying

Reasons for Buying Clothes Online versus In-store

Barriers to Buying Online

Pre-Purchase Process
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Figure 35: Pre-purchase process (all of the time), by age, September 2018

Figure 36: Pre-purchase process (all of the time), by parental status, September 2018

In-store browsing is still important to parents
Figure 37: Amazon Prime fashion email campaign, November 2018

Hispanic shoppers turn to social media before buying
Figure 38: Burberry Instagram post, September 2018

Figure 39: Checking social media for reviews, by Hispanic origin, September 2018

Key takeaways

Online has impacted how consumers buy clothes, with many doing a mix of online and offline shopping
Figure 40: Attitudes toward buying clothes online, September 2018

Youngest generations shop around and buy more frequently
Figure 41: Attitudes toward buying clothes online (select), iGen vs overall, September 2018

A bad experience could deter older shoppers from returning

Black shoppers are adventurous online
Figure 42: Attitudes toward buying clothes online, Black (Non-Hispanic) shoppers vs overall, September 2018

Key takeaways

Product reviews and personal recommendations are most important
Figure 43: Attitudes toward reviews and endorsements, September 2018

What consumers want in reviews

Older, male shoppers are dissuaded by negative experiences

Shoppers have mixed feelings regarding browsing and buying through social media
Figure 44: Attitudes toward reviews and endorsements (disagree), by select demographics, September 2018

Key takeaways

Shoppers want reassurance on potential purchases and assistance with unwanted items
Figure 45: Desired improvements (NET any rank), September 2018

Improving reviews – sharing and content – could persuade parents to shop more
Figure 46: Desired improvements (NET any rank), by parental status, September 2018

Hispanic shoppers show an interest in styling opportunities
Figure 47: Desired improvements and online shopping behavior (NET any rank), by Hispanic origin, September 2018

Data sources

Consumer survey data

Consumer qualitative research

Direct marketing creative

Abbreviations and terms

Attitudes toward Buying Clothes Online

Reviews and Endorsements: Attitudes and Enhancements

Desired Improvements

Appendix – Data Sources and Abbreviations
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Abbreviations

Terms
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